Abstract. In a previous paper, we proved that the limit of the collection of possible eigenvalues of output states of a random quantum channel is a deterministic, compact set K k,t . We also showed that the set K k,t is obtained, up to an intersection, as the unit ball of the dual of a free compression norm.
Introduction
Let (A, τ ) be a tracial von Neumann non-commutative probability space. On this vector space, given t ∈ (0, 1), let us introduce the quantity ||x|| (t) = ||pxp|| where p is a projection of normalized trace t, free from x. As we indicate in Section 2.1, this is a norm, which we call the (t)-norm.
In this paper we are interested in the (t)-norm restricted to subalgebras of (A, τ ) of the form (C k , k −1 δ i ) (generated by k selfadjoint orthogonal projections of trace 1/k). The set K k,t is the dual of the unit ball for the (t)-norm, intersected with the (k − 1)-dimensional probability simplex ∆ k = {y ∈ R k + | k i=1 y i = 1}. This set was introduced in [4] and we recall some of its properties in Section 2.2. The interest of K k,t is that it describes the limit of the collection of all possible outputs of states (or eigenvalues thereof) in the large dimension limit for a natural family of random quantum channels (see Section 5.2) .
In this paper, we state and study a maximization problem of ℓ p norms on K k,t . Our main result (stated below as Theorem 2.4) is that the maximum is reached on a point that we call x * t :
Theorem 1.1. The maximum of the ℓ p norm on K k,t is reached at the vector x * t = (a, b, . . . , b), with a > b depending only on k and t. In particular, the point where the maximum is achieved does not depend on p.
With this result, we are in position to supply the optimal bounds for the random techniques at hand in order to disprove the additivity of the 1 minimum output entropy (MOE). Our main application can be summarized as follows. Theorem 1.2. Violations of the additivity of the MOE, using conjugate random quantum channels and the Bell state, can occur iff the output space has dimension at least 183. Almost surely, the defect of additivity is less than log 2, and it can be made as close as desired to log 2.
The detailed version corresponding to the above is Theorem 6.3 and its proof.
This theorem completely solves the problem of computing the MOE for single random quantum channels. It fully clarifies and optimizes the extent to which all available techniques so far in the problem of the additivity of the MOE can give violation of additivity.
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Definitions and statement of the main result

The (t)-norm.
Definition 2.1. For a positive integer k, embed R k as a selfadjoint real subalgebra R of a II 1 factor A, spanned by k mutually orthogonal projections of normalized trace 1/k. Let p t be a projection of rank t ∈ (0, 1] in A, free from R. On the real vector space R k , we introduce the following quantity, called the (t)-norm: (1) x (t) := p t xp t ∞ , where the vector x ∈ R k is identified with its image in R.
In the sequel, the notions of II 1 factor and freeness do not matter. We refer the interested reader to our previous paper [4] and to reference texts [31, 26] for detail. For the purpose of this paper, it is enough to know that even though it is difficult to compute explicitly the (t)-norm, there is a simple algebraic definition of it, given in the proposition 2.2 below.
We make use of the following notation:
and 1 k = (1 k 0 0 ). We denote by
the Cauchy-Stieltjes transform of the measure µ and by
Proposition 2.2. The quantity · (t) has the following properties:
(1) It is indeed a norm.
(2) It is invariant under permutation of coordinates
where w x is the largest in absolute value solution to the equation
has a unique point of minimum s 0 , with the property that
Moreover,
, s ∈ R.
(5) For all j = 1, 2, . . . , k, one has
where u = j/k. (6) If x ∈ R k + , the m largest coordinates of x are all equal and m/k + t 1, then ||x|| (t) = ||x|| ∞ 2.2. Definition of the convex body K k,t . We introduce now the convex body K k,t ⊂ ∆ k as follows:
where ·, · denotes the canonical scalar product in R k .
Lemma 2.3. For any λ ∈ K k,t , we have
In other words, K k,t is the intersection of the probability simplex ∆ k with the unit ball of the dual norm of · (t) .
Proof. Fix λ ∈ K k,t and a 0 ∈ R k . By Proposition 2.2, it follows that a 0 + s1 k
, where s 0 is exactly the point where this minimum is reached. We have
, with equality if and only if s ≥ s 0 . Thus, λ, a+ a
, and a + a ∞ 1 k ∈ R k + . This proves the fact that
We have assumed that λ ∈ K k,t , so that max a∈∆ k λ, a − a (t) 0. Thus, max a∈R k + λ, a − a (t) cannot be a positive number or +∞. Indeed, if this were not the case, then for any a ∈ R k + so that λ, a − a (t) > 0 we can take λ, a/ a 1 − a/ a 1 (t) = ( λ, a − a (t) )/ a 1 to obtain a contradiction with the condition λ ∈ K k,t . On the other hand, λ, 1 k = 1 k (t) = 1, so the equality is reached, and the above maximum is indeed zero (see also last section of [4] ).
2.3. Main result. The main result of this paper is that the maximum of ℓ p norm on K k,t is reached at a precise point (up to permutation of coordinates), to be identified below. Moreover, this point does not depend on the value of p. The value of this maximum will be easily computed. Since most of the properties we prove for vectors in ∆ k do not depend on the order of the coordinate entries of those vectors, we shall often focus our attention on the subset
Recall that e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ R k and let (6) x
With this notation we are able to state our main result Theorem 2.4. For any p > 1, the maximum of the ℓ p norm on K k,t is reached at the point x * t . The next section is devoted to the proof of this result. Lemma 3.1. The convex body K k,t is the image of ∆ k via the subdifferential of the (t)-norm · (t) :
This correspondence between K k,t and ∂ · (t) has the following properties:
for a j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} and λ ∈ ∂ x (t) , then λ j ≥ λ j+1 . In particular, the correspondence x → ∇ x (t) preserves monotonicity of vector coordinates.
Proof. We shall prove the main statement of our lemma by double inclusion. By definition,
Let now λ ∈ K k,t , which, by definition means that λ ∈ ∆ k and λ, a a (t) for all a ∈ ∆ k . Let a 0 ∈ ∆ k be so that λ, a 0 − a 0 (t) = max a∈∆ k λ, a − a (t) = max a∈R k λ, a − a (t) (by Lemma 2.3). We claim that λ ∈ ∂ a 0 (t) . Indeed, for an arbitrary b ∈ R k ,
The right hand side of the equivalence is true by the definition of a 0 , while the left hand side is the condition in the the definition of ∂ a 0 (t) . Thus "⊆" is proved.
To prove "⊇", choose
. By the triangle inequality a + x (t) − x (t) a (t) , which gives us λ, a a (t) . Since this holds for any arbitrary a ∈ ∆ k , by the definition of K k,t we obtain that λ ∈ K k,t . This gives us the required inclusion.
Since at points of differentiability we have ∂ x (t) = {∇ x (t) }, the proof of item (1) is complete.
We have shown in [4, Remark 6.3] that the set of points of non-differentiability of · (t) is simply the set of points (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ ∆ ↓ k with the property that
Item (3) is a straightforward consequence of the convexity of · (t) (see [1, Proposition 17.10] ).
Finally, let
. This last relation implies (by picking b = 0 and b = 2x) that λ, x = x (t) . Thus λ, b b (t) for all b ∈ R k . It is known that if x has decreasing coordinates, then the set of scalar products of x with all the vectors obtained by permuting λ's coordinates will be maximized by making λ's coordinates also decreasing. If λ has two coordinates in the wrong order, we simply choose as b the vector x in which we have permuted two coordinates in such a manner as to match the ones of λ. Since the (t)-norm is invariant under such a permutation we obtain λ, b b (t) = x (t) = λ, x < λ, b , an obvious contradiction. This proves (4).
Let us remark that item (4) of the above lemma is true for any convex function invariant under permutation of coordinates, not only for the (t)-norm.
3.2.
Some technical results about the (t)-norm. First we recall a couple of facts from the literature 
We conclude from this that
We shall frequently use the following Notation:
Next, we have
Whenever m x /k + t 1 (and in particular when t ≤ 1/k), the quantity max supp(µ ⊞1/t x ) coincides with the largest point of non-analyticity of F µ
along the real line, where G µ is the Cauchy-Stieltjes transform of the measure µ.
We denote from now on ω t ( x (t) /t) = w (sometimes = w(x), as the dependence in t will not be interesting here and we suppress it), where ω t is the so-called subordination function, uniquely determined by the functional equation [2, 3, 5] 
Whenever m x /k + t 1 (and in particular when t ≤ 1/k), the following holds true:
Proof. Indeed, as seen just above the statement of our proposition, the function ω t is analytic at
is. Now we differentiate the above:
This implies that in the point x (t) /t where ω ′ t is infinite we have
This completes the proof.
We now state and prove a lemma regarding the position of the point w with respect to x.
Proof. By definition, w is the largest root of the equation ϕ(v) = 0, where
We have that (10)
In the same way, when v → ∞, we have
We conclude that there must exist at least one root of ϕ larger than x 1 .
3.3. Some properties of the Hessian matrix. In this section, we consider vectors x so that their (t)-norm can be computed from the a.c. part of µ ⊞1/t x , i.e. vectors x so that m x /k + t < 1. At such points · (t) is differentiable (and in fact C ∞ ). In particular, when t < 1/k, the statements below hold true for all x ∈ ∆ k \ R1 k . Proposition 3.6. Let H = H(x) = ∇ 2 x (t) be the Hessian matrix of the (t)-norm, taken at a point x ∈ ∆ ↓ k . Then H has the following remarkable properties:
block structure, i.e. H(x) ij = 0, whenever i m x and j > m x . (3) In particular, when x = (10 · · · 0), the first line (and column) of H are null.
0, with equality iff x is constant or two-valued.
Proof. The fact that x is in the null space of the Hessian is a consequence of the homogeneity of the (t)-norm (and it is valid for any norm), while the second part of the first point follows from the relation x + a1 k (t) = x (t) + a, where a > 0.
To prove the second statement, we need to do some explicit computations. For simplicity of notation we will suppress the variable x in the notations below. We should, however, recall that we consider the evaluation(s) of the Cauchy-Stieltjes transform G = G µx in the point w = w x = w(x) provided to us by Proposition 2.2. Let m be the number of a's in x and l the number of b's, m + l = k. We have
First, one shows that
, and that the exact same formulas are true for ∂ i w, when i m. Then, by direct computation, we have that
whenever i m and j > m (actually, by symmetry, it suffices to look at i = 1 and j = k).
The third point follows form the first two: only the top-left corner of H can be non-zero, but it actually is null because of the H1 k = 0 condition, according to part (1) .
The fourth statement is trivial when x is constant or two-valued, by the block-structure property. In the case where x is at least three-valued, we shall show that H 1k > 0. We shall use (14) 2 ,
The inequality H 1k > 0 is equivalent to (all the indices run from 1 to k)
Note that w > x 1 and, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the denominator in the equation above is positive, so that, after some algebraic manipulations, we obtain the following inequality (18)
Let us put y i = (w − x i ) −1 , so that y 1 · · · y k . The inequality becomes, after multiplying by y 1 ,
Moreover, since x (and thus y) is at least three-valued, at least one of the above inequalities is strict, proving H 1k > 0.
Local maxima of ∇ · (t)
p p are two-valued. Let us first argue that all 2-valued vectors x = (aa · · · abb · · · b) are critical points of the function g(x) = ∇ x (t) p p (when understanding the notion "critical point" in the usual sense of "either zero or non-existent derivative," this statement holds for all such x ∈ ∆ k and t ∈ (0, 1 − 1/k)). Recall that differentiation in the simplex ∆ k means taking derivative in directions y ∈ R k with the property that the sum of the coordinates of y is zero. Thus, let y ∈ R k be so that y j = 0. Then
We note that ((
is two-valued, so that, by items (1) and (2) of Proposition 3.6,
We need to show that these are the only points in which the derivative of g vanishes. In fact, we will prove a bit more: we will show that in any point x of differentiability for · (t) which is not two-valued we can find a direction of ascent for g inside ∆ k , thus guaranteeing that such a point is not a global maximum for g.
Let x be at least 3-valued. Since g is constant on the rays starting from 1 k /k, we can assume that x k = 0. We shall prove any such x is not a local maximum, by exhibiting a direction of ascent y. First, to fix notation, let m and l be such that
With this notation, x belongs to a face of co-dimension l of the simplex ∆ k and we have m + l < k (otherwise x would be constant or two-valued). Let us consider the direction
which corresponds to x moving away from the barycenter of the face it belongs to. An important feature of our choice is that, for ε > 0 small enough, we have that (24) x + εy ∈ ∆ ↓ k , so we do not leave the Weyl chamber of the simplex by moving infinitesimally in the direction y. The main result of this section is the following theorem, establishing that y is indeed a direction of ascent.
Theorem 3.7. The direction y is an ascent direction for g at the point x, in the sense that
Proof. If we set
our goal is to show that
so, up to the common positive denominator −∂ k+1 G, we need to show that f (w) > 0, where we define
We are going to use Lemma 3.5 and Proposition A.2. First, note that z satisfies assumptions (Z1-2) from Lemma A.1, since z is an element of the image of H (see item (1) of Proposition 3.6). Thus, we only need to check property (Z3), i.e. z 1 + · · · + z m > 0. Define Using the fact that the Hessian is self-adjoint and H(x)x = 0, we have
where we used the symmetry properties of the Hessian matrix H(x) and the fact that H 1k > 0 (x is at least three-valued), facts proved in Proposition 3.6.
3.5. Maximum of g on two-valued vectors. From Theorem 3.7, we know that on the set of differentiability of · (t) , all local maxima of the function g are at most two-valued. vector (a, . . . , a, b, . . 1 and λ, (a, . . . , a, b, . . . , b) λ (t) for all λ ∈ ∆ k , where m is the number of occurrences of a. In particular, for λ = m −1 (1 m 0 k−m ) (notation from item (5) of Proposition 2.2), it is necessary that we have a m −1 ϕ(m/k, t). We note that the formula provided
2 , x = m/k, is well defined -and in fact an algebraic function -for any t ∈ (0, 1) and x ∈ (0, 1), not only on our domain t ∈ (0, 1−1/k), x ∈ (0, 1−t). Thus our proposition is proved if we show that the function
is decreasing as a function of x ∈ (0, 1 − t), for p, t fixed as above. Indeed, this amounts to showing that the ℓ p norms of probability vectors of the type (a, . . . , a, b, . . . , b) with a = m −1 ϕ(m/k, t) are maximized when m = 1. We will prove this in two steps. First, let us investigate the aspect of its derivative:
For this expression to be strictly less than zero, we would need that the two (equivalent) inequalities below hold:
Our strategy is to first show that the map p →
is increasing on [1, +∞), and then show that inequality (38) holds when we take p ց 1. Continuity in p will then provide the desired result. Since ϕ(x, t) > x, we indeed have 0 < b < 1 < a.
Let us now prove the first step. For simplicity, we shall let c = a/b > 1 and then
. Thus, it will be enough to show that
− p(p − 1) log(c) ≥ 0. We denote the left hand side by h(c) (since we shall analyse here the dependence on c, we suppress from the notation the dependence in p). First note that h(1 + ) = 0. We have
As all factors in this expression are trivially positive when p, c ∈ (1, +∞), so is h ′ (c). This completes the first step. Note that inequality (38) when p ց 1 becomes simply
It will be convenient to divide by ∂ x ϕ(x, t) in the above and move all terms to the right before differentiating in x in order to find the point of minimum for this expression and find it to be nonnegative:
The expression of this derivative in x is too cumbersome to be provided, but the change of variable t = cos 2 (r) and x = sin 2 (s), where we will allow r to vary in (0, π/2) and s in (0, r) allows a simplification. It can be shown that with these variables, this derivative is
which cancels only at s = The value at the critical point is 4
cos(r) sin 2 (r) + 4 log(tan(r/2)), positive whenever r ∈ (0, π/2). Indeed, its derivative as a function of r is
2 cos 2 (r/2) cos (r/2) sin (r/2) or, in a nicer form,
which is obviously negative. This way we have proved the positivity of the function in (40) for all t ∈ (0, 1) and x ∈ (0, 1 − t), which concludes our proof.
Corollary 3.9. When t ≤ 1/k, the global maximum of the function g(x) = ∇ x (t) p p , x ∈ ∆ k , is attained at the point e 1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0) . We have (41) g(e 1 ) = x * t p p = max
where the function ϕ was defined in Proposition 2.2.
3.6. The general t case. In the previous sections we have proved the Theorem 2.4 in the case t 1/k. Now we prove it in full generality. The case t 1 − 1/k is trivial (in this case the (t)-norm is the operator norm and x * t = e 1 ), so we focus on the case where t ∈ (1/k, 1 − 1/k). We will require the following well-known notions and results (see [27, Sections 18 and 25] ). Given a convex set C in an Euclidean space R k and a point x ∈ C, a supporting hyperplane of C at x is a k − 1-dimensional affine manifold in R k which contains x and so that C is included entirely in exactly one of the two closed half-spaces determined by this manifold. An exposed point of C is a point through which there is a supporting hyperplane of C which contains no other point of C. Theorem 3.10 (Straszewicz). For any closed convex set C, the set of exposed points of C is a dense subset of the set of extreme points of C.
The set of exposed points of a polar dual set is characterized by [27, Corollary 25.1.3]. We will apply this result to K k,t : Proposition 3.11. For all k ∈ N, t ∈ (0, 1), the set of exposed points of K k,t coincides with the image of the points of differentiability of · (t) {∇ x (t) : x ∈ ∆ k , · (t) differentiable at x}.
We can now complete the proof of our main theorem:
Proof of Theorem 2.4. The function · p p being convex, its maximum is reached on an extremal point of K k,t . Therefore, by the above proposition,
By Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.8, among points of differentiability, the maximum of ∇ x (t) p p is reached at e 1 . Since x * t = ∇ e 1 (t) p p , this concludes the proof of Theorem 2.4 in full generality.
Minimum output entropy for quantum channels
In the reminder of the paper, we apply the minimization result of Theorem 2.4 to the problem of the minimum output entropy of quantum channels.
Quantum channels [24] are linear, completely positive and trace preserving maps which model the most general evolution of quantum systems. In Quantum Information Theory, they are used to model information transmission, and several notions of channel capacities have been introduced. In what follows, we are interested in the classical capacity of channels, a measure of how fast classical information can be transmitted with the help of quantum channels.
A quantum channel Φ :
is a linear map which has the following two properties:
• trace preservation: ∀X ∈ M d (C), TrΦ(X) = TrX;
• complete positivity: ∀s 1, the map Φ ⊗ id s is positive. The information transmission capacity of such a channel is characterized by its classical information, C(Φ), which measures, asymptotically, how many uses of the channel are required to send one bit of classical information. Computing the classical capacity of quantum channels [21, 28] is a difficult problem whereas the capacity of classical channels (Markov maps) was computed by Shannon in his seminal paper [29] . The main difficulty in the quantum setting is the need of regularization,
where the quantity χ is the so-called Holevo capacity (or the one-shot capacity) [21] of the channel,
the maximum being taken over probability vectors (p i ), p i 0, i p i = 1 and quantum states (ρ i ),
The function H denotes the von Neumann entropy, the extension (by functional calculus) of the Shannon entropy to quantum states (44) H(ρ) = −Tr(ρ log ρ).
For some time, the Holevo quantity χ was conjectured to be additive, in the sense that for all quantum channels Φ, Ψ,
If such an additivity property would hold, there would be no need for the regularization procedure in equation (42) and the classical capacity of Φ would be equal to its one-shot capacity. Shor showed [30] that the additivity of χ is equivalent to similar properties of other quantities of interest in quantum information, the foremost being the minimum output entropy of channels [23] (46)
H(Φ(ρ)).
The focus of the community shifted to showing additivity for the minimum output entropy, or its p-variants, called Rényi entropies. These are defined for probability vectors x ∈ ∆ k by (47)
and extended by functional calculus to quantum states ρ. Note that the above definitions are valid for p ∈ (0, ∞), the value in p = 1, obtained by taking a limit, coinciding with the von Neumann entropy H. The min variants are defined by
The additivity property for the quantities H min p was shown to be false, in a series of papers [22, 32, 18, 13] culminating with Hastings' counterexample [20] . Since the resolution of the additivity conjecture, effort has been put [14, 15, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 7, 8, 17, 16] into understanding, extending and improving the deviations from additivity.
The remainder of the paper contains two main results. The first one provides a limit value for the minimum p-output entropy of random quantum channels, while the second one deals with counterexamples to the additivity relation for the quantity H min p .
5.
Limiting value of the minimum output entropy for large random quantum channels 5.1. Random quantum channels and the subspace model. We shall endow the set of quantum channels Φ :
with a natural probability measure and we shall refer to channels sampled from this measure as random quantum channels.
The idea behind the model of random quantum channels we are considering (which is standard in the literature, see [19] ) is the Stinespring dilation theorem, which asserts that any completely positive, trace preserving map Φ can be realized as
where n is an integer (called the dimension of the environment) and
is an isometry, W * W = I d . Conversely, any isometry W gives rise to a quantum channel. The set of all isometries W : C d → C k ⊗ C n admits a left-and rightinvariant probability measure, called the Haar measure, which can be obtained, say, from the Haar measure on the unitary group U (kn). For each integer dimension n, we shall endow the set of all channels with the measure induced by the probability on the set of isometries W by the map which associates to W the channel (49). Such a channel will be called a random channel with environment dimension n.
A crucial observation is that the minimum output entropy of a channel depends only on its output, and not on the exact way in which the input is mapped to the output. In our isometry picture, the object of interest is the output set
Moreover, note that the entropy functionals are convex, for all p 1; hence, their minimum is attained on the extremal points of the set of states, i.e.
rank-one projections P x , x ∈ C d , x = 1. We are thus interested in the entropies of the set of quantum states
The eigenvalues of the partial trace [id ⊗ Tr](P y ) are called the singular values (or the Schmidt coefficients) of the vector y ∈ C k ⊗ C n : they are the numbers λ 1 (y) . . . λ k (y) 0 such that
where e i (y) (resp. f i (y)) are orthonormal vectors in C k (resp. C n ). If y is a norm one vector in the Euclidean space C kn , then λ(y) = (λ 1 (y), . . . , λ k (y)) belongs to the set ∆ ↓ k . Going back to our isometry picture for quantum channels, we notice that the image subspace
contains all the information needed to compute minimum output entropies:
To an output subspace V ⊂ C k ⊗ C n , we associate its singular value set
The image measure of the Haar probability measure on the set of isometries through the map W → V = ImW is the Haar measure on the Grassmann manifold Gr d (C k ⊗ C n ) of subspaces of C k ⊗ C n with dimension d. In this way,K V is a random subset of ∆ ↓ k . For technical reasons, it will be convenient to replace it by (57)
which is its symmetrized version under permuting the coordinates.
5.2.
The large n asymptotics. We are interested in a random sequence V n of subspaces of C k ⊗ C n having the following properties:
(1) V n has dimension d n which satisfies d n ∼ tkn; (2) The law of V n follows the invariant measure on the Grassmann manifold Gr dn (C k ⊗ C n ).
In this setting, we call K n,k,t = K Vn . We recall the following theorem, which was our main theorem in [4] : Theorem 5.1. Almost surely, the following hold true:
• Let O be an open set in ∆ k containing K k,t . Then, for n large enough, K n,k,t ⊂ O.
• Let K be a compact set in the interior of K k,t . Then, for n large enough, K ⊂ K n,k,t .
5.3.
Convergence result for the minimum output entropy. Putting together Theorem 5.1 proved in [4] and Theorem 2.4 proved in Section 3, we obtain the following convergence result for the minimum output p-entropies of random quantum channels.
a sequence of random quantum channels with constant output space of dimension k, environment of size n → ∞ and input space of dimension d n ∼ tkn. Then, almost surely as n → ∞,
with x * t defined in equation (6) . Proof. In the case p > 1, this follows right away from Theorems 5.1 and 2.4. The case p = 1 can be obtained by continuity of the entropy.
6. Violation of the additivity for minimum output entropies 6.1. The MOE additivity problem. The following theorem summarizes some of the most important breakthroughs in quantum information theory in the last decade. It is based in particular on the papers [20, 19] . Theorem 6.1. For every p ∈ [1, ∞], there exist quantum channels Φ and Ψ such that
. Except for some particular cases (p > 4.73, [22] and p > 2, [17] ), the proof of this theorem uses the random method, i.e. the channels Φ, Ψ are random channels, and the above inequality occurs with non-zero probability. At this moment, we are not aware of any explicit, non-random choices for Φ, Ψ in the case 1 p 2.
Moreover, the strategy in all the results cited above are based on the Bell phenomenon, i.e. the choice Ψ =Φ and the use of the maximally entangled state as an input for Φ ⊗Φ.
6.2. The Bell phenomenon. In order to obtain violations for the additivity relation of the minimum output entropy, one needs to obtain upper bounds for the quantity H min p (Φ ⊗ Ψ). The idea of using conjugate channels (Ψ =Φ) and bounding the minimum output entropy by the value of the entropy at the Bell state dates back to [32] . To date, it has proven to be the most successful method of tackling the additivity problem. Several results show that the choice of the Bell state in the conjugate channel setting might not be far from optimal [7, 16] . The following inequality is elementary and lies at the heart of the method
, where E d is the maximally entangled state over the input space (C d ) ⊗2 . More precisely, E d is the projection on the Bell vector
where
is a fixed basis of C d . For random quantum channels Φ = Φ n , the random output matrix [Φ n ⊗ Φ n ](E d ) was thoroughly studied in [9] in the regime d ∼ tkn; we recall here one of the main results of that paper. Theorem 6.2. Almost surely, as n tends to infinity, the random matrix
This result improves on a bound [19] via linear algebra techniques, which states that the largest eigenvalue of the random matrix [Φ n ⊗Φ n ](E tkn ) is at least t. The improvement provided by Theorem 6.2 comes from the fact that the largest eigenvalue of the output is larger (by (1 − t)k −2 ). In the next section, we will show how this improvement leads to better bounds for the size of channels which exhibit violations.
6.3. Macroscopic violations for the minimum output entropy of random quantum channels. In this section, we fix p = 1, so we shall study the most important case of Shannon -von Neumann entropy. The main theorem of this section was the initial motivation for the line of work started in [4] : we want to obtain large violations for the additivity relation, for reasonable values of the model parameter k. Note that previous work showed that violations of size ≈ 10 −6 exist for channels with output space of dimension ≈ 10 4 [15, Proposition 3] . We drastically improve these results with the following result. Theorem 6.3. For any output dimension k 183, in the limit n → ∞, there exist values of the parameter t such that almost all random quantum channels violate the additivity of the von Neumann minimum output entropy. For large enough values of k, the violation can be made as close as desired to 1 bit.
Moreover, in the same asymptotic regime, for all k < 183, the von Neumann entropy of the output state [Φ n ⊗Φ n ](E tnk ) is almost surely larger than 2H min (Φ n ). Hence, in this case, one can not exhibit violations of the additivity using the Bell state as an input for the product of conjugate random quantum channels.
Proof. The result follows from an analysis of the entropies of the two probability vectors x * t and γ * t from Theorems 5.2 and 6.2. We estimate the following almost sure asymptotic entropy difference:
which is an upper bound for H min (Φ n ⊗Φ n ) − 2H min (Φ n ). Using Theorems 2.4 and 6.2, we have that D(k, t) = H(γ * t ) − 2H(x * t ), for which an analytic expression is available, from equations (6) and (62). A numerical study of this function (see Figure 1) shows that D(k, t) > 0 for all k < 183 and all t ∈ (0, 1). Violations (i.e. negative values for D(k, t)) appear for the first time at k = 183 and t ≈ 0.11. An asymptotical expansion of the explicit function D(k, t) at fixed t and k → ∞ shows that
This shows that, for t = 1/2, the quantity D(k, 1/2) is negative, for k large enough. Analysis of the function k → D(k, 1/2) shows that it is negative iff k 276, which implies that there is a violation of additivity for k 276. A numerical study of t → D(k, t) for all k ∈ {183, . . . , 276} allows to conclude that violations are observed iff k 183, proving one of the claims of the theorem.
Moreover, the maximal violation of log 2 (1 bit), is achieved for t = 1/2 and very large values of k. Note that the parameter value t = 1/2 has been already used in [10] to obtain violations of p-Rényi entropy additivity for p > 1.
Several remarks and comments about the theorem are in order now.
(1) Let us point out the improvement we obtained over previous results for the size of the violation. For the first time, macroscopic violations are obtained for the minimum output entropy; in particular, the size of the violation increases with output size. (2) In contrast with the case of p-Rényi entropies for p > 1 where violations of size log k have been obtained in [19, 10] , for the von Neumann entropy we get bounded violations, of order log 2, which do not grow to infinity with k. (3) Also, the smallest output dimension for which violations are observed is k = 183, which corresponds to approximately 8 qubits. The large asymptotic violation, which can be made arbitrarily close to 1 bit, is achieved for t = 1/2 and large k. In Figure 2 , we have plotted the function D(k, 1/2), fixing t = 1/2. One can then observe that the first violation (negative value of D) appears at k = 276. Another interesting choice is t = 1/k, which corresponds to channels with equal input and output spaces. The plot of the entropy difference in this regime can be found in Figure 2 . A numerical analysis shows that the first violation appears at k = 432. Note that in this case, one can also write a series expansion for D:
which agrees with the vanishing violation observed in [20] . We would also like to point out that our result on p-norm maximization on K k,t implies, after a numerical study similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 6.3, that violations for the p-Rényi entropy are observed for the first time at k = 16 for p = 2, k = 14 for p = 3 and k = 13 for p ∈ [4, ∞].
Next, we would like to emphasize the importance of Theorem 6.2 derived in [9] . Without this result, one has to rely on the Hayden-Winter bound [19] and replace the output eigenvalue vector γ * t from Theorem 6.2 with the more mixed vector
This leads to a larger entropy difference
. A numerical analysis of this problem, presented in Figure 3 , shows that the first violations appear for k = 184. The use of the exact result from [9] improves thus by one the bound on the minimum size of channels which exhibit violations of the additivity of the minimum output entropy. Note however that one can still achieve values of the violation arbitrarily close to 1 bit using the Hayden-Winter bound [19] .
Our result does not imply that, almost surely, there is no violation of the additivity of the minimum output entropy for k < 183. What we prove is that the Bell state will not yield such counterexamples. Some other input state for the product channel might provide better upper bounds. Work in this direction [7, 16] shows however that the Bell state is not far from being the optimal input state for product of conjugate random quantum channels. We conjecture thus that the violation of 1 bit is indeed the maximal one in the current setting. As a final remark, note that our techniques do not provide any information on the size of the environment dimension n. We plan to address this question in a subsequent paper, since the techniques required to tackle bounds on the environment dimension are of very different nature.
Appendix A. A positivity result in real analysis
In this appendix, we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the function
to be positive, where α > 0 is a fixed constant,
is an ordered vector and f is defined on (x 1 , ∞).
We start with a technical lemma.
Lemma A.1. Let x ∈ R k be an ordered vector as in (68). Then, for any z ∈ R k such that (Z1) 1 k , z = 0; (Z2) x, z = 0; (Z3) z 1 + z 2 + · · · + z m > 0 one has that
Proof. For any ordered vector x ∈ R k , we denote by P (x) the implication in the lemma: P (x) is true iff. any z satisfying (Z1-3) also satisfies the conclusion. The following facts follow trivially from the definitions:
• For any constant α > 0, P (x) ⇔ P (αx);
• For any constant β, P (x) ⇔ P (x + β1);
• For any positive integer m 1, P (x) ⇔ P (x ⊕ 0 m ), where ⊕ denotes vector concatenation and 0 m ∈ R m is the null vector.
First, note that the vector x cannot be constant, because of the ordering condition in the statement. Secondly, the conclusion is vacuously satisfied whenever the vector x is two-valued, i.e. x = (aa · · · abb · · · b) with a > b. Any vector z orthogonal to both 1 k and x must satisfy z 1 + · · · + z m = 0, contradicting the condition (Z3) above.
Starting with a general x, one proceeds by induction, reducing the problem to the two-valued case, in the following way. First, if the smallest coordinate of x is non-zero, set it to zero by a global translation of x. Then, take out the zeros by the concatenation property of P (x). After several repetitions of this procedure, one ends up with a 2-valued vector, in which case P (x) holds. Proposition A.2. Let x be an ordered vector as in (68) and z ∈ R k satisfying conditions (Z1) and (Z2) from Lemma A.1. Assume also that z 1 + · · · + z m = 0. Then, the following statements are equivalent:
• For all integers q 0, we have that
where f (2q) is the derivative of order 2q of the function f defined in (67); • The vector z satisfies the condition (Z3) of Lemma A.1, i.e. z 1 + · · · + z m > 0.
In particular, if z is orthogonal to both 1 k and x, the function f is positive iff. z 1 + · · · + z m > 0.
Proof. First, it is easy to see that up to a positive factorial-like constant C q > 0, the successive derivatives of f have the following form
We shall prove the result in two steps. First, we show using simple inequalities that, for large enough q, the property holds. Then, we shall work our way up to q = 0 by using convexity and limiting properties of the successive derivatives of f .
